
Huge events like yours require thousands
of decisions. But hey...

Your Festival,
our balloons

CAROLINA BALLOONS &

CONFETTI
Serving Festivals, Fairs and Town Events
with Balloon Decor Since 1990

  You just found a
winning decor team!



 Matt Brown

Carolina Balloons is the type of family business that Festivals
love to work with. Our clients become our friends and we

encourage each other through every life journey and event. 
But when it comes to “balloon-decor money-time” we show 

up to create a perfect installation.

We are meticulous on color matching and being on point 
with your branding. We add color to any Festival event to 

create lasting memories for all your visitors.

When we are hosting hundreds of visitors, we
decorate our events with Carolina Balloons,” 
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“From the first time working with Carolina Balloon and Decor over 10 years ago, I

knew we had a team that was dedicated to his craft and we've never once been

disappointed. They are my "balloon guys" and I'd never consider going anywhere 

else for the needs of our huge New Year's Eve celebrations. When you have over

12000 people ready to party...well, you wanna make sure everything goes according

to plan. Kris and his team at Carolina Balloon and Confetti will take your event to

new heights and bring ideas to the table you may not have considered. They'll help

make it memorable for everyone involved.”

"We love using Carolina Balloon and Confetti for our events at Wake Forest - their

team is reliable, friendly, and efficient. Even amidst COVID-19 hurdles, they were

flexible and patient and never compromised our experience. We're grateful for their

partnership and definitely have our go-to source for any of our upcoming 

decoration needs!" 

Pete Schroth, The Avett Brothers

Corey Tanner, Wake Forest University Athletics

What People Say About Us:





Special Attraction 
Decor

FOUR GREAT
BALLOON DECOR SOLUTIONS 

That adds festivity to the entire look of any event 

And get all the people to take pictures of your fun event!

Huge Arches Stage Decor Photo Area

When it comes to making a whole street or even a few of them look colorful, there is nothing

like Carolina Balloon’s huge arches. We have thirty years of experience in creating a safe

installation that is clean and spirit-lifting. We also make sure we create a solution that fits the

weather in your event and can tailor it to a wide range of needs. From all the way through "Add

Our Colors" and even Match Our Theme. "Add this color"

HUGE ARCHES



Balloons work great on stages as they create an out-of-this-world feel, that is one of a kind -

like your event! There is never an event that has a stage portion in which people do not take

pictures of the stage. To get ready for making those pictures extra fun and colorful we add

columns, balloon walls, and customized elements for you.

That way we can ensure that the main event at your festival does not go unnoticed.

STAGE DECOR

We get extra excited to make your special attractions visually impactful. 

Got some special section of the event that you think it’s a “killer feature”? 

 

Beer area, Wine tasting section, BBQ cookoff area, Biggest pickle contest? You name it, we got you!

With any area you wanna draw a large crowd or attention to, our balloons can help you with that. 

 

Special Attraction Decor



We use an array of options to help people take pictures and spread 
the word about your events. Balloon columns, backdrops, and frames
are all very popular and people appreciate the aesthetics that match
your brand or the relevant holiday. A great add-on to any section at 

your Festival.

This is a great way to incorporate your sponsors!
We can add the sponsor logo on any balloon wall. What a
 great way to show how important your sponsors are for 

the success of the event.
 

Photo Area



Customers



Street Decor



STAGE DECOR



Special
Attracttion Decor



Photo Area



“Carolina balloons is first and foremost, a family business.
My dad founded the company over 30 years ago. 

Festivals have been a part of our business since the
beginning. We got to work with some of North Carolina's

finest festivals and we love it!”
 

If you liked our balloons, you will LOVE seeing our full portfolio.

To schedule a meeting, contact us now

halley@carolinaballoons.com

336-566-7612

Halley Blankenship 

Let's TALK!


